


Every day the sun shines, 
you’re a day closer to  
owning it outright

We install a smart solar 
system and put that new  
roof of yours to work

You can access cheaper power 
from the solar system instead  
of buying it from the grid

It’s yours to keep  
in just 60 months  
(or sooner if you like)



your Smart Solar 
Package includes:

 - 6.6kW Solar System with Tier 1 Jinko 
Panels and a 5kW SolaX Inverter

 - Solar inverter integrated into your wall 
during construction for a nice clean look

 - Free Electric Vehicle Charger installed in 
your new garage

 - Smart Energy App to track your usage 
and solar on your phone

Smart  
Energy App

Free Electric  
Vehicle Charger

6.6kW Smart  
Solar System



- Mick Beasley
National Construction Manager, Stoddart Group

It’s not finance, so 
there’s no repayments, 
interest or fees. Ever. 



Why pay for a new solar system,  
when it could just pay for itself?

Right across Australia, SolarPay® is enabling 
thousands of new home owners to harness 
the power of the sun, cutting the cost of their 
household energy bills at the same time as 
paying off a state-of-the-art solar system. You 
can choose to own the system outright the day 
you move, a year or two later, or just forget it’s 
up there and its yours to keep in 60 months. 

Every SolarPay 
customer saves at 

least $1000 per year

Match your system to your lifestyle:

Add more panels Add a battery Upgrade your EV charger
If you have a larger family or 
run hungry appliances then 

you can easily upgrade to an 
8.2kW or 10.2kW system.

If you choose to upgrade, you’ll have access to more discounted power during 
the SolarPay term, and then once you own the system outright, it’ll be just right.

Upgrade to a ‘battery ready’ 
inverter, or, add a battery 

for cheaper night time 
power as well.

For homes with three phase 
connections, upgrade the 
included EV charger to a 

higher output unit.

(plus bill savings from using the solar system)



1300 983 668 solarpay.comhello@solarpay.com

Disclaimer

Minimum savings of $1000 per annum is based on the annual reduction in the buy 

outright price in the SolarPay agreement. 6.6kW Smart Solar Package is available 

when you enter into a contract to allow the supplier to install the solar system on 

your roof. The supplier will own the solar output for the first 60 months and you will 

have the option to buy the solar electricity produced at a discounted rate during this 

period. After 60 months you will own the solar system outright and have access to 

all the benefits of solar energy for your own use and to sell back to the grid. You 

have the option to purchase the system outright at any time and the price reduces 

by $1000 each year. To access the discounted solar electricity, you must have your 

home electricity account with Powershop, who will offer a discount off its standard 

rates for all solar used for the first 60 months. Customer is free to change electricity 

suppliers at any time.

Our products underpin the construction of tens 
of thousands of new homes each year. That’s 
because builders right around our great country 
trust us to deliver quality products time and time 
again. As our climate continues to change, we’re 
doing our bit to help every Australian household 
prepare for the renewable energy future. 

stoddartgroup.com

There’s a reason why Australia’s  
best builders trust Stoddart Group


